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Although emotional intensity powerfully challenges regulatory strategies, its influence remains largely unexplored in affective-neuroscience.
Accordingly, the present study addressed the moderating role of emotional intensity in two regulatory stages�implementation (during regulation)
and pre-implementation (prior to regulation), of two major cognitive regulatory strategies�distraction and reappraisal. According to our framework,
because distraction implementation involves early attentional disengagement from emotional information before it gathers force, in high-intensity it
should be more effective in the short-term, relative to reappraisal, which modulates emotional processing only at a late semantic meaning phase.
Supporting findings showed that in high (but not low) intensity, distraction implementation resulted in stronger modulation of negative experience,
reduced neural emotional processing (centro-parietal late positive potential, LPP), with suggestive evidence for less cognitive effort (frontal-LPP),
relative to reappraisal. Related pre-implementation findings confirmed that anticipating regulation of high-intensity stimuli resulted in distraction
(over reappraisal) preference. In contrast, anticipating regulation of low-intensity stimuli resulted in reappraisal (over distraction) preference, which
is most beneficial for long-term adaptation. Furthermore, anticipating cognitively demanding regulation, either in cases of regulating counter to these
preferences or via the more effortful strategy of reappraisal, enhanced neural attentional resource allocation (Stimulus Preceding Negativity). Broad
implications are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Imagine a man with aerophobia who is regulating his dread during a

flight, by trying to think about his plans when he gets back home,

thereby distracting from the situation. Alternatively, he might re-

appraise the situation by reminding himself that flights have become

very safe these days. Even before the flight, while waiting for boarding,

he had probably anticipated regulating his fear once he gets on the

plane. In thinking about this man and his regulatory efforts, we were

silent about a central contextual element, namely the emotional inten-

sity he is facing. Specifically, our view is likely to be significantly dif-

ferent if we imagine him regulating or anticipating regulation of a

flight that would involve emergency landing, relative to a mildly chal-

lenging landing.

Given the powerful impact emotional intensity should have on dif-

ferent emotion regulatory processes, it is surprising that the field of

affective neuroscience has largely disregarded it. Accordingly, the main

goal of the present study was to provide and test a comprehensive

account of the moderating role of emotional intensity in two central

regulatory stages�implementation (during active regulation) and pre-

implementation (prior to active regulation), among two major cogni-

tive emotion regulation strategies (attentional distraction and cognitive

reappraisal).

In what follows, we present a recent conceptual framework and

preliminary indirect behavioral evidence for the moderating role of

emotional intensity in implementation and pre-implementation

stages of distraction and reappraisal (Sheppes and Gross, 2011, 2012;

Sheppes and Levin, 2013). We then review relevant neuroscience stu-

dies that did not evaluate emotional intensity. The present study

provides the first direct test of the electro-cortical correlates of imple-

mentation and pre-implementation processes of distraction and

reappraisal, as a function of differing emotional intensities.

THE ROLE OF EMOTIONAL INTENSITY IN IMPLEMENTATION
REGULATORY PROCESSES

Our recently developed framework, that extends the process model of

emotion regulation (Gross, 2014), provides conceptual logic and pre-

liminary indirect behavioral evidence for the moderating role of emo-

tional intensity in the implementation of distraction and reappraisal

(Sheppes and Gross, 2011, 2012). Implementation, which is the most

studied stage in emotion regulation, refers to the actual execution and

consequences of different cognitive regulatory strategies (Hajcak et al.,

2010; Ochsner et al., 2012; Buhle et al., 2014 for reviews). According to

our framework, the basic differential potency of high vs low emotional

intensity information, as well as the amount of elaborated processing it

underwent across time prior to competing with regulatory strategies,

determine regulatory efficacy. Distraction, which competes with emo-

tional information at an early attentional selection stage, involves dis-

engagement from emotional content before it gathers substantial force,

by producing unrelated neutral thoughts. Alternatively, in Reappraisal

emotional information is attended prior to a late competition at a

semantic meaning phase, where less negative interpretations are

formed. Consequently, in high-intensity situations, it is assumed that

early attentional selection competition between distraction and basic

potent emotional information that gathered minimal force prior to

being distracted, is likely to result in more successful short-term emo-

tional modulation, relative to a late semantic meaning competition

between reappraisal and basic potent information that also gained

additional force prior to being reappraised. However, in low-intensity

situations, late competition between less potent emotional information

and reappraisal is also likely to be successful.

Behavioral support for our framework comes from several studies,

which have shown that in high emotional intensity, distraction resulted

in stronger short-term modulation of self-reported negative experience
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compared with reappraisal, whereas in low emotional intensity both

strategies resulted in equal modulation of negative experience (Sheppes

and Meiran, 2007; Sheppes et al., 2014b). Although behavioral self-

report ratings are important outcome measures, they do not provide

information about underlying processes.

Given that in implementation processes emotional information

(that varies in basic potency) undergoes differential processing across

time prior to regulation, event related potentials (ERPs), which map

cognitive-affective processes with high temporal resolution, have pro-

vided valuable insights (Hajcak et al., 2012 for a review). Particularly

the centro-parietal late positive potential (LPP) component, that

evolves from �300 ms and persists for several seconds following stimu-

lus onset, has been shown to reflect enhanced processing of emotion-

ally arousing compared with neutral stimuli (Hajcak et al., 2010 for a

review). In the context of emotion regulation implementation, the

typical finding of modulated centro-parietal LPP during regulation

relative to a no-regulation condition was interpreted as indexing

regulatory success (Hajcak and Nieuwenhuis, 2006; Moser et al.,

2006; Dennis and Hajcak, 2009). Importantly, several recent studies

showed that distraction strongly modulated the centro-parietal LPP

from its very beginning, whereas reappraisal only modulated its late

phase (Thiruchselvam et al., 2011; Paul et al., 2013; Schönfelder et al.,

2014). Critically, while these prior ERP studies provide evidence for

differential emotional modulation of distraction and reappraisal

(McRae et al., 2010; Kanske et al., 2011 for congruent neuroimaging

findings), none of these studies evaluated the important moderating

role of emotional intensity. To that end, in this study, we examined

whether the enhanced early centro-parietal LPP modulation in distrac-

tion relative to reappraisal should emerge particularly in high (but not

low) emotional intensity.

In addition to showing differential emotional modulation, regula-

tory strategies require differential cognitive effort to operate. Our

framework predicts that the late semantic meaning competition be-

tween reappraisal and emotional information would generally require

increased cognitive effort, relative to the early competition in distrac-

tion, and that this increased effort would evince particularly in high-

intensity situations. Supporting behavioral findings showed that in

high-intensity, relative to distraction, reappraisal implementation re-

sulted in increased self-reported effort and resource depletion (Sheppes

and Meiran, 2008; Sheppes et al., 2014b). In two recent studies that did

not manipulate emotional intensity, preliminary neural evidence for

increased cognitive effort associated with reappraisal implementation

was demonstrated by an early enhancement in LPP magnitudes par-

ticularly at frontal sites (i.e. frontal-LPP, Bernat et al., 2011; Moser

et al., 2014). Given that empirical evidence with the frontal-LPP is still

limited, in this study, we tentatively explored whether increased

frontal-LPP magnitudes would evince for reappraisal but not distrac-

tion and particularly when reappraising high-intensity stimuli.

THE ROLE OF EMOTIONAL INTENSITY IN PRE-IMPLEMENTATION
REGULATORY PROCESSES

Pre-implementation, which has been only infrequently studied, refers

to processes which precede the actual execution of emotion regulation

strategies (e.g. Denny et al., 2014). Our framework was recently ex-

tended to provide conceptual logic and preliminary indirect behavioral

evidence for the moderating role of emotional intensity in one pre-

implementation process, namely regulatory preferences (Sheppes and

Levin, 2013 for review). Regulatory preferences for distraction and

reappraisal are driven by anticipating the consequences of implement-

ing these strategies in different contexts of high and low emotional

intensities (Sheppes and Levin, 2013). Specifically, two behavioral stu-

dies (Sheppes et al., 2011, 2014a) showed that when anticipating

upcoming regulation of high-intensity situations distraction was pre-

ferred over reappraisal because it results in enhanced short-term emo-

tional modulation. In contrast, although in low-intensity both

strategies are expected to be equally efficient in the short-term, re-

appraisal was preferred over distraction because the engagement with

emotional information in reappraisal (but not in distraction), which

allows to make sense of emotional events, is important for long-term

adaptation (Wilson and Gilbert, 2008; MacNamara et al., 2011;

Thiruchselvam et al., 2011; Blechert et al., 2012).

In this study, we explored the electro-cortical activity associated with

pre-implementory anticipation for regulating via distraction and re-

appraisal in high vs low emotional intensities (i.e. regulatory prefer-

ences). Prior studies found that relative to pre-implementory

anticipation to passively watch emotional stimuli, anticipating to regu-

late emotions enhanced the Stimulus Preceding Negativity (SPN, Moser

et al., 2009; Thiruchselvam et al., 2011; Brunia et al., 2012 for a review).

The SPN has been interpreted as reflecting enhanced orienting and re-

cruitment of attentional resources (Lin et al., 2014) prior to the regula-

tory task, possibly because regulation is anticipated to be more

cognitively demanding, relative to not regulating. Critically, while

these studies provided anticipatory information regarding regulatory

strategies, information about emotional intensity was not provided.

Providing anticipatory information concerning emotional intensity

in addition to information regarding regulatory strategies may form

regulatory conditions that are expected to be more cognitively

demanding, and thus to induce enhanced orienting and attentional

allocation during anticipation (greater SPNs). Specifically, we suggest

that relative to anticipating to regulate in accordance with regulatory

preferences (i.e. anticipating to reappraise low-intensity stimuli or dis-

tract high-intensity stimuli), anticipating to regulate counter to regu-

latory preferences (i.e. anticipating to reappraise high-intensity stimuli

or distract low-intensity stimuli) may be more cognitively demanding.

Empirical support for this argument comes from finding increased

Contingent Negative Variation (an anticipatory ERP component that

conceptually overlaps with the SPN) magnitudes when anticipating

(prior to execution) increased cognitive demand in an incongruent

Stroop condition [i.e. color naming that required overriding a default

word reading response (Hart et al., 2012)].

THE PRESENT STUDY

The main goal of this study was to examine theoretically derived pre-

dictions regarding the moderating role of emotional intensity in im-

plementation and pre-implementation processes of distraction and

reappraisal. Within implementation, consistent with our previous be-

havioral findings (Sheppes and Meiran, 2007; Sheppes et al., 2014b),

we expected that in high (but not low) intensity, distraction would

result in less negative experience relative to reappraisal. Neurally, we

expected that in high (but not low) intensity, distraction would result

in modulation of the early phase of the centro-parietal LPP compared

with reappraisal, which in turn was expected to modulate only the late

phase of the centro-parietal LPP. Secondary hypothesis involved

exploring whether increased frontal-LPP magnitudes would evince

for reappraisal but not distraction, and particularly when reappraising

high-intensity stimuli.

Within pre-implementation, consistent with our previous behav-

ioral findings (Sheppes et al., 2011, 2014a), we expected that partici-

pants would prefer distraction over reappraisal when anticipating to

regulate high-intensity pictures and would prefer reappraisal over dis-

traction when anticipating to regulate low-intensity pictures. Neurally,

we expected that relative to anticipating to regulate in accordance with

regulatory preferences, demanding conditions of anticipating to over-

ride regulatory preferences would result in enhanced SPN magnitudes.
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METHOD

Participants

Thirty healthy adults with normal or corrected-to-normal vision par-

ticipated in the experiment. One participant had poor electroenceph-

alography (EEG) data quality, which did not allow for artifact

correction. Two participants were excluded due to excessive artifacts

(>49% of rejected trials) or poor compliance with regulation instruc-

tions1. Therefore, the final sample consisted of 27 participants (12

men2).

Stimuli

One hundred eighty negative pictures were mostly chosen from previ-

ously validated pictorial datasets3 (IAPS: Lang et al., 2008; GAPED:

Dan-Glauser and Scherer, 2011; EmoPicS: Wessa et al., 2010; and sev-

eral additional pictures validated in our lab). High-intensity pictures

(n¼ 90, Marousal¼ 6.51, Mvalence¼ 2.01) and Low-intensity pictures

(n¼ 90, Marousal¼ 4.72, Mvalence¼ 3.38) were significantly different in

valence and arousal normative ratings (both Fs > 423, ps < 0.001; c.f.

Sheppes et al., 2011, 2014a). Picture content included sadness, disgust,

threat, fear and mutilations and was matched for the high- and low-

intensity categories whenever possible4.

Procedure

EEG task

Following initial EEG setup, participants learned (four trials) and prac-

ticed (six trials) how to implement the different instruction types

(Sheppes et al., 2014a for complete details). To ensure understanding

of the instructions, during these phases participants talked out loud

throughout implementation.

Distraction instructions involved disengaging attention from emo-

tional pictures by producing unrelated neutral thoughts (i.e. visualiz-

ing geometric shapes or daily activities). Reappraisal instructions

involved engaging attention in emotional pictures but changing their

emotional meaning (i.e. thinking that the situation would get better

over time or focusing on an aspect of the situation that is less nega-

tive). In order to maintain the fundamental difference between disen-

gagement distraction and engagement reappraisal, we did not allow

participants to form reality challenge reappraisals (e.g. construe an

emotional situation as ‘fake’), which involve disengagement (Sheppes

et al., 2014a, Study 6 for details). ‘Watch’ instructions involved allow-

ing natural thoughts and feelings to arise while looking at the pictures.

The task consisted of 180 trials (six equally long blocks, separated by

short breaks) that were equally divided into six experimental condi-

tions (30 trials per condition) according to two independent variables:

Emotional Intensity (High, Low) and Instruction Type (Distraction,

Reappraisal, Watch). Pictures were randomly assigned to Instruction

types, with no more than two consecutive trials of the same emotional

intensity.

Trial sequence (Figure 1a for complete details) included a fixation

cross, followed by a cue screen containing information about the up-

coming intensity of the picture (‘Intense’ or ‘Mild’) and the required

instruction type (‘Distraction’ or ‘Reappraisal’ or ‘Watch’), followed by

picture presentation during which participants implemented the ex-

perimental instruction, followed by a rating screen in which

participants rated their level of negative experience on a 1–9 scale

(1¼ ‘not negative at all’, 9¼ ‘extremely negative’).

Behavioral regulatory preference task

After completing the EEG task, behavioral regulatory preferences were

assessed by having participants freely choose between implementing

distraction or reappraisal when anticipating high (15 pictures) and low

(15 pictures) emotional pictures3 (Sheppes et al., 2011 for details).

Trial sequence (Figure 1b for details) included a fixation cross, fol-

lowed by a brief preview of an emotional picture, followed by a dis-

traction vs. reappraisal choice preference screen, followed by picture

presentation where participants implemented their chosen strategy.

Electrophysiological recordings, data reduction and analysis

EEG was recorded using a Biosemi ActiveTwo recording system

(Biosemi B. V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Sixty-four scalp-

electrodes at locations of the extended 10–20 system were used, as

well as one electrode on each of the left and right mastoids. The hori-

zontal electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded from electrodes placed

�1 cm to the left and right of the external canthi, and the vertical EOG

was recorded from an electrode placed beneath the left eye. The voltage

from each electrode site was referenced online with respect to the

Common Mode Sense/ Driven Right Leg (CMS/DRL) electrodes.

EEG data were sampled at 256 Hz.

Offline signal processing was performed using EEGLAB and

ERPLAB Toolbox (Delorme and Makeig, 2004; Lopez-Calderon and

Luck, 2014). All electrodes were re-referenced to the average activity of

the left and right mastoids. Continuous EEG data were band-pass fil-

tered (cutoffs: 0.05–20Hz; 12 dB/oct rolloff). EEG recordings were cor-

rected for eye-movement artifacts using an independent component

analysis approach (Delorme and Makeig, 2004; Mennes et al., 2010).

For the SPN analysis, the mean of a 200 ms pre-cue baseline was

subtracted from the 2500 ms post-cue waveform. Similarly, for the

centro-parietal and frontal-LPP a 200 ms pre-image baseline was sub-

tracted from the 5000 ms image waveform. Trials containing activity

exceeding 80 mV within 200 ms were excluded. The mean rejection rate

was 4.08%, SE¼ 0.07 for the SPN analysis and 3.12%, SE¼ 0.06 for the

centro-parietal and frontal-LPP analysis and did not vary as a function

of condition [all F’s < 1].

The centro-parietal LPP was measured as the average activity of Pz

and CPz, the two electrodes most consistently reported for this com-

ponent (Hajcak et al., 2010 for a review). Following prior studies

showing differential temporal modulation for distraction and re-

appraisal (Thiruchselvam et al., 2011; Paul et. al., 2013), we divided

the centro-parietal LPP period into early and late time windows. The

early window was defined as the average activity between 300 and

1700 ms post-picture onset, similar to the time window used by Paul

et al. (2013). The late window began at 1700 ms and was of the same

length as the early window. Our decision on these windows is also

congruent with Thiruchselvam et al. (2011), who found an early

centro-parietal LPP modulation for distraction at 300–500 ms (which

closely matches the beginning of our early window), and late centro-

parietal LPP modulation for reappraisal at 1500–1700 ms (which clo-

sely matches the beginning of our late window). Following Moser et al.

(2014), the frontal-LPP was measured at Fz electrode between 800 and

1100 ms following picture onset.

Consistent with prior studies which have defined the fronto-parietal

midline electrode sites as most relevant for examining SPN effects, we

measured the SPN at Fz, FCz, Cz, CPz and Pz electrode cites. Because

the scalp topography of the SPN diverges to some extent as a function

1 Despite the reduced power due to increased noise, all of the results remained essentially unchanged when re-

running all the main analyses including the excluded participants.
2 We re-ran all the analyses considering gender as an additional between-group variable and found no effects (all

F’s < 1).
3 All picture codes are included in Supplementary materials.
4 Note that all analyses that decomposed interactions with intensity level involved comparing different instructions

for each emotional intensity separately. Thus, possible content differences between high- and low-intensity pictures

have no bearing on the results. 3 All picture codes are included in Supplementary materials.
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of task demands (Boxtel and Böcker, 2004), within these electrode sites

some variation in maximal topography has evinced with some studies

finding maximal SPN amplitudes at Fz or FCz electrode sites (Moser

et al., 2009; Thiruchselvam et al., 2011; but see Moser et al., 2014 who

focused on centro-frontal electrodes and did not find an SPN effect),

and other studies finding the SPN at frontal and/or parietal electrode

sites (Poli et al., 2007; Buodo et al., 2012; Seidel et al., 2015).

Consistent with some of these prior studies, in our study the SPN

was quantified at Pz, where it was also maximal.

We measured the early phase of the SPN because it represents pro-

cessing of the indicative anticipatory cue (Boxtel and Böcker, 2004;

Moser et al., 2009, 2014) and precludes actual strategy preparation,

which enables a clear conceptual differentiation between pre-

implementation and implementation stages. In the most general and

systematic review on the SPN (Boxtel and Böcker, 2004), as well as in

specific studies on anticipation for emotion regulation (Moser et al.,

2009, 2014), the time window that has been considered to represent the

early SPN was around 1000 ms post-cue onset. Accordingly and also

congruent with visual inspection, the 900–1300 ms time window was

subjected to analysis.

RESULTS

Implementation processes

Behavioral measure of negative experience

First, we confirmed our emotional intensity categorization in finding

that high-intensity pictures (M¼ 4.82, SE¼ 0.37) were experienced as

more negative than low-intensity pictures (M¼ 2.53, SE¼ 0.21)

Fig. 1 Trial structures. (A) Trial structure of the EEG task (an example of a low emotional intensity distraction trial). (B) Trial structure of the behavioral regulatory preference task (an example of a high
emotional intensity distraction preference trial).
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[F(1,26)¼ 236.99, P < 0.0000001, �2
p ¼ 0.90]. To test the efficacy of

distraction and reappraisal in high and low emotional intensities, as

reflected in behavioral negative experience ratings, we employed a

2� 3 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Emotional-Intensity (high,

low) and Instruction-Type (distraction, reappraisal, watch) as repeated

measures factors. Supporting our conceptual framework and previous

findings (Sheppes and Meiran, 2007; Sheppes et al., 2014b), we found a

significant Emotional-Intensity � Instruction-Type interaction

[F(2,52)¼ 19.16, P < 0.00001, �2
p ¼ 0.42; Figure 2a]. As expected,

follow-up comparisons showed that in high-intensity, although dis-

traction (M¼ 4.16, SE¼ 0.22) [F(1,26)¼ 57.13, P < 0.0000001,

�2
p ¼ 0.69] and reappraisal (M¼ 4.45, SE¼ 0.2) [F(1,26)¼ 41.53,

P < 0.00001, �2
p ¼ 0.61] were both efficient in reducing negative ex-

perience compared with watch (M¼ 5.84, SE¼ 0.29), distraction’s ef-

ficacy relative to watch was greater than that of reappraisal vs watch

[F(1,26)¼ 7.51, P < 0.02, �2
p ¼ 0.22]. Confirming our prediction for

low-intensity, we found that both strategies were efficient in reducing

negative experience, relative to watch (M¼ 2.87, SE¼ 0.15): distrac-

tion (M¼ 2.38, SE¼ 0.14) [F(1,26)¼ 20, P < 0.001, �2
p ¼ 0.43]; re-

appraisal (M¼ 2.34, SE¼ 0.11) [F(1,26)¼ 22.47, P < 0.0001,

�2
p ¼ 0.46], with no difference between the two regulatory options

[F(1,26) < 1].

Neural measures of regulatory modulation and effort:
centro-parietal and frontal-LPP analysis

Prior to conducting the main analyses, we confirmed our emotional

intensity categorization in finding that high-intensity pictures

(M¼ 6.87, SE¼ 0.95) produced greater centro-parietal LPPs than

low-intensity pictures (M¼ 2.1, SE¼ 0.94) [F(1,26)¼ 120.82,

P < 0.0000001, �2
p ¼ 0.82]. To test whether the neural modulation

Fig. 2 Implementation findings. (A) Negative experience ratings for Distraction, Reappraisal and Watch in high and low emotional intensities. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. Error bars represent
standard errors. (B) Picture-locked neural early and late window LPP amplitudes for Distraction, Reappraisal and Watch in high and low emotional intensities. Waveforms are averaged across Pz and CPz
electrodes. The rectangles indicate the time window submitted to statistical analysis (i.e. 300–1700 ms for the early time window and1700–3100 ms for the late time window). The x-axis runs from the
beginning of the baseline (�200 ms pre picture onset) to the end of the picture presentation (5000 ms). (C) Picture-locked frontal-LPP amplitudes at Fz electrode for Distraction, Reappraisal and Watch in high
and low emotional intensities. The rectangles indicate the time window submitted to statistical analysis (i.e. 800–1100 ms). The x-axis runs from the beginning of the baseline (�200 ms pre picture onset) to
the end of the picture presentation (5000 ms).
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differences between distraction and reappraisal differ in high and low

emotional intensities, we employed a 2� 2� 3 ANOVA with Time-

Window (early, late), Emotional-Intensity (high, low) and Instruction-

Type (distraction, reappraisal, watch) as repeated-measures factors.

Congruent with our conceptual framework (Sheppes and Gross,

2011), we found a significant Time-Window � Emotional-Intensity �

Instruction-Type interaction [F(2,52)¼ 4.46, P < 0.02, �2
p ¼ 0.15;

Figure 2b]. Decomposition of the significant three-way inter-

action followed our prediction that in high [F(2,52)¼ 5.71,

P < 0.01, �2
p ¼ 0.18] but not in low-intensity [F(2,52)¼ 1.37, n.s.], dis-

traction and reappraisal would differ in the time window in which

they have their primary impact on the centro-parietal LPP. Follow-up

comparisons tested our hypothesis that in high-intensity, distraction

would modulate the centro-parietal LPP earlier than reappraisal. As

predicted, relative to watch (early window: M¼ 7.63, SE¼ 0.85, late

window: M¼ 7.91, SE¼ 0.97), distraction successfully modulated the

centro-paretal LPP at both early (M¼ 6.36, SE¼ 1.02)

[F(1,26)¼ 4.29, P < 0.05, �2
p ¼ 0.14] and late (M¼ 5.1, SE¼ 0.96)

[F(1,26)¼ 9.34, P < 0.01, �2
p ¼ 0.26] time windows. In contrast, rela-

tive to watch, reappraisal did not modulate the centro-parietal LPP

during the early time window (M¼ 7.85, SE¼ 0.92) [F(1,26) < 1], but

successfully modulated the centro-parietal LPP during the late time

window (M¼ 6.38, SE¼ 1.01) [F(1,26)¼ 5.48, P < 0.03, �2
p ¼ 0.17].

Last, although in low-intensity we did not expect and did not find

a simple Time-Window � Instruction-Type interaction

[F(2,52)¼ 1.37, n.s.], the trend in means suggested that while distrac-

tion successfully modulated the centro-parietal LPP relative to watch,

unexpectedly reappraisal did not.

Secondary analyses that estimate differential requirement for cogni-

tive effort were carried out. Replicating Moser et al. (2014) and con-

gruent with our prediction that reappraisal would be generally

effortful, we found a significant main effect of Instruction-Type

[F(2,52)¼ 5.97, P < 0.005, �2
p ¼ 0.19], where relative to watch

(M¼ 3.12, SE¼ 1.59) there was a marginally significant difference in

frontal-LPP magnitudes for reappraisal (M¼ 4.17, SE¼ 1.39)

[F(1,26)¼ 3.88, P¼ 0.058] but not distraction (M¼ 2.1, SE¼ 1.74)

[F(1,26)¼ 2.73, n.s.], that produced the lowest frontal-LPP magni-

tudes. In addition, given that we had a priori predictions that particu-

larly in high-intensity, relative to watch reappraisal but not distraction

would result in enhanced frontal-LPP amplitudes, we conducted

planned comparisons although the Emotional-Intensity � Instruction-

Type interaction was not significant [F(2,52) < 1]. Enhanced require-

ment for cognitive effort was evident in finding higher frontal-LPP amp-

litudes during reappraisal in high-intensity (M¼ 7.1, SE¼ 1.16),

compared with watch (M¼ 5.57, SE¼ 1.18) [F(1,26)¼ 4.33, P < 0.05,

�2
p ¼ 0.14]. Importantly, congruent with our hypothesis in high-inten-

sity distraction (M¼ 4.58, SE¼ 1.42) was not associated with enhanced

cognitive effort relative to watch [F(1,26)¼ 1.74, n.s.]. Notably, in low-

intensity we did not expect and did not find enhanced frontal-LPP

magnitudes for reappraisal (M¼ 1.24, SE¼ 0.98) or distraction

(M¼�0.39, SE¼ 1.12) relative to watch (M¼ 0.67, SE¼ 1.23) [both

Fs < 1.7]. Frontal-LPP results are depicted in Figure 2c.

Pre-implementation processes

Behavioral measure of regulatory preferences

Consistent with our conceptual framework and previous findings

(Sheppes et al., 2011, 2014a), we found that 89% (24/27) of partici-

pants preferred distraction (M¼ 64.9%) over reappraisal (M¼ 35.1%)

when anticipating regulation of high-intensity pictures [t(26)¼ 4.94,

P < 0.0001, each different from M¼ 50%, d¼ 0.97], but 96% (26/27)

of participants preferred reappraisal (M¼ 77.9%) over distraction

(M¼ 22.1%) when anticipating regulation of low-intensity pictures

[t(26)¼ 9.47, P < 0.0000001, d¼ 1.86; Figure 3a].

Neural measure of anticipatory processes: SPN analysis

To test whether the SPN is influenced by the anticipation for regulating

emotions in accordance with or counter to regulatory preferences, we

employed a 2� 3 repeated-measures ANOVA with Emotional-

Intensity (high, low) and Instruction-Type (distraction, reappraisal,

watch) as factors. Confirming our prediction, we found a significant

Emotional-Intensity� Instruction-Type cross-over interaction

[F(2,52)¼ 3.28, P < 0.05, �2
p ¼ 0.11; Figure 3b]. Follow-up analyses

showed that in high-intensity, relative to watch (M¼ 3.18,

SE¼ 0.44) reappraisal (the non-preferred strategy, M¼ 1.55,

SE¼ 0.54) resulted in larger SPNs [F(1,26)¼ 8.98, P < 0.01,

�2
p ¼ 0.26], whereas distraction (M¼ 2.57, SE¼ 0.59) did not

[F(1,26)¼ 2.1, n.s.]. A mirroring pattern emerged in low-intensity,

where relative to watch (M¼ 3.66, SE¼ 0.71), distraction (the non-

preferred strategy, M¼ 1.47, SE¼ 0.59) resulted in larger SPNs

[F(1,26)¼ 13.36, P < 0.01, �2
p ¼ 0.34]. However, unexpectedly re-

appraisal (the preferred strategy in low-intensity, M¼ 2.15,

SE¼ 0.61), also produced greater SPNs relative to watch

[F(1,26)¼ 5.73, P < 0.03, �2
p ¼ 0.18]. The topography of the SPN sug-

gested that the effect we observed was most evident in parietal elec-

trodes (Figure 3c), was also obtained at the centro-parietal CPz

electrode site, with a diminishing trend at more frontal sites

(Supplementary Figure S4).

DISCUSSION

To account for the largely neglected influence of emotional intensity in

the study of emotion regulation, the present study provided the first

direct test of our conceptual framework by illuminating the behavioral

and electro-cortical correlates of implementation and pre-implemen-

tation processes of distraction and reappraisal when facing differing

emotional intensities.

Regarding implementation processes, we replicated prior behavioral

findings (Sheppes and Meiran, 2007; Sheppes et al., 2014b) in showing

that in high (but not low) emotional intensity, when compared with

watch, the early attentional competition between distraction and basic

potent emotional information, resulted in enhanced short-term modu-

lation of negative experience, relative to the late sematic meaning com-

petition between reappraisal and potent emotional information.

Importantly, this result was congruent with the novel finding of

strong neural modulation of the early phase of the centro-parietal

LPP for distraction relative to reappraisal (both compared with

watch) in high-intensity. Moreover, there was suggestive evidence

that compared with watch, reappraisal but not distraction implemen-

tation generally requires increased cognitive effort, and particularly in

high-intensity, as reflected by enhanced frontal-LPP magnitudes.

Regarding pre-implementation processes, we replicated prior behav-

ioral findings (Sheppes et al., 2011, 2014a) in showing that when

anticipating regulation of high-intensity stimuli, distraction is pre-

ferred over reappraisal. However, when anticipating regulation of

low-intensity stimuli, reappraisal is preferred over distraction.

Importantly, our studies provided novel neural manifestation of pre-

implementory anticipation for regulating in accordance with or coun-

ter to regulatory preferences. Congruent with our expectations, we

observed a pattern of a cross-over interaction where in high-intensity,

relative to watch, reappraisal (the non-preferred strategy) but not dis-

traction resulted in enhanced SPNs, and in low-intensity, relative to

watch distraction (the non-preferred strategy) but unexpectedly also

reappraisal resulted in enhanced SPNs.
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Our results showing a cross-over interaction, enhanced SPN mag-

nitudes for reappraisal in high-intensity and for distraction in low-

intensity (both relative to watch), best support our prediction that

the requirement to override regulatory preferences is anticipated to

be cognitively demanding. However, the unexpected finding that

across both intensities (relative to watch) reappraisal resulted in

enhanced SPN magnitudes may suggest that the requirement to im-

plement reappraisal is also generally anticipated to be demanding (but

see Thiruchselvam et al., 2011 who did not find SPN differences be-

tween distraction and reappraisal cues). Congruent with our results

showing enhanced frontal-LPPs for reappraisal (but not distraction), it

may be that anticipating the more effortful strategy of reappraisal gen-

erally required the recruitment of additional attentional resources

during anticipation.

Congruent with several prior studies, our interpretation of the SPN

findings focuses on its cognitive aspects (Moser et al., 2009; Lin et al.,

2014). Specifically, we argued that the SPN reflects enhanced orienting

and recruitment of attentional resources prior to cognitively demand-

ing regulatory implementation. However, the SPN also has affective

aspects (Hajcak et al., 2012) and may reflect enhanced anticipatory

arousal, such as increased nervousness, prior to demanding regulatory

implementation (Moser et al., 2014).

Understanding the moderating relationship between emotional in-

tensity and regulatory forms during implementation is straightforward,

because at this stage emotional stimuli are present and regulatory

forms are active. However, in pre-implementation this relationship

requires additional clarifications because at this stage emotional sti-

muli have not been presented and regulatory forms have not been

activated. To bridge this gap, our account makes the assumption

that anticipatory information regarding both the emotional intensity

and the regulatory strategy is sufficient in order to induce emotional

and cognitive responses that represent expecting the consequences of

regulatory implementation in different intensities (Sheppes and Levin,

2013).

Empirical support for our assumption comes from prior studies

showing that anticipating negative emotional stimuli (relative to less

intense neutral stimuli), was sufficient in order to induce higher SPN

magnitudes (Poli et al., 2007; Buodo et al., 2012) as well as strong

Fig. 3 Pre-implementation findings. (A) Percentage of trials participants behaviorally chose distraction or reappraisal in high and low emotional intensities. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. Error bars
represent standard errors. (B) SPN amplitudes during instruction cues at Pz in high and low emotional intensities. The rectangles indicate the time window submitted to statistical analysis (i.e. 900–1300 ms).
The x-axis runs from the beginning of the baseline (�200 ms pre-cue onset) to the end of the cue presentation (2500 ms). (C) Head map of the SPN topographical distribution. Voltage difference score for the
interaction between Emotional Intensity and Instruction type was calculated as: (distraction high minus reappraisal high)�(distraction low minus reappraisal low).
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reactions in emotional (i.e. insula and amygdala) brain regions

(e.g. Onoda et al., 2008). Furthermore, anticipating the implementa-

tion of regulatory strategies was sufficient in order to induce higher

SPN magnitudes (Thiruchselvam et al., 2011, Moser et al., 2009) as

well as strong reactions in cognitive control (i.e. rostrolateral pre-

frontal cortex) brain regions (Denny et al., 2014). Furthermore, our

prior behavioral studies showed that regulatory preferences represent

individuals’ ability to anticipate the consequences of implementing

regulatory strategies in different intensities (Sheppes et al., 2011,

2014a).

Our results have important clinical implications. Specifically, many

forms of psychopathologies are characterized by high emotional inten-

sity levels and impaired cognitive emotion regulation (Sheppes et al.,

2015). Accordingly, our results add to several recent findings suggest-

ing that particularly in highly stressful situations, engaging strategies

such as reappraisal become less effective (Raio et al., 2013; Silvers et al.,

2015). We extend these findings by showing that in these intense situ-

ations, effective disengaging strategies such as distraction can serve as a

beneficial ‘first aid’ tool. However, since the engagement with emo-

tional information in reappraisal allows facing emotional challenges in

order to better deal with them in the future (Wilson and Gilbert,

2008), disengagement via distraction has critical shortcomings in pro-

moting long-term mental health.

Despite the novel features of the study, it is important to mention

several limitations. First, unexpectedly, in low-intensity, relative to

watch reappraisal implementation did not modulate the centro-par-

ietal LPP. It may be that for low-intensity the modulation of the

centro-parietal LPP is not sensitive to reappraisal instructions.

However, it is important to note that congruent with our hypotheses

in low-intensity the interaction between instruction type and centro-

parietal LPP time window was not significant, which suggests that any

interpretation should be treated with caution.

Second, although we conceptually link between behavioral regula-

tory preferences and neural anticipatory SPN magnitudes, each was

measured in different tasks and thus different cognitive processes are

likely to be taking place. It is important to note, however, that con-

ceptually, neural processing of regulatory cue instructions and behav-

ioral regulatory preferences are pre-implementaory in the sense that

they both involve anticipatory processes that precede actual regulatory

implementation. Specifically, both processes involve anticipating in

advance the consequences of implementing distraction and reappraisal

when facing high vs low emotional intensities.

Third, it may be argued that during the anticipatory cue presenta-

tion, participants started already implementing distraction because

only distraction implementation does not depend on the picture con-

tents. However, we believe that focusing our SPN analysis on the early

window maximizes our chances to preclude actual strategy preparation

during anticipation (Boxtel and Böcker, 2004). Importantly, our actual

results showing lower SPNs for distraction relative to reappraisal cues

in high-intensity are incongruent with actual implementation that

should have yielded higher SPNs for distraction (Moser et al., 2014).

Finally, in this study, participants were presented with only negative

pictures, which poses habituation risk across time. However, the

centro-parietal LPP mean amplitudes we observed were fairly similar

in magnitude to those observed in previous studies that did include

emotionally neutral stimuli (e.g. Thiruchselvam et al., 2011; Paul et al.,

2013), which suggests that the presence of habituation effect in our

study is likely to be minimal.
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Supplementary data are available at SCAN online
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